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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent decision, Laserdynamics v. Quanta Computer, 1 the Federal Circuit in August, 2012 moved further to restrict the application of the entire market value rule (EMV R) in the valuation of reasonable royalties attributable to damages arising from patent infringements.2 The Court’s opinion affirmed that the EMVR is an exceptional rule that can be used only when patented feature is the basis for consumer demand. Rather, the general standard for a royalty base now appears to be established in Cornell v. Hewlett Packard;3 i.e., a royalty award for patent infringement must be based on the smallest salable patent-practicing unit.

That said, a 2011 decision in the Eastern District of Texas, Mondis Technology v. LG Electronics,4 may yet provide a suitable rationale where the EMVR may survive. Ruling on a Daubert motion to disqualify a plaintiff expert, the court here exercised its discretion to allow expert testimony that applied the EMV R even though the patented component did not serve as the basis for consumer demand. The expert here credibly presented a

1. Laserdynamics, infra note 23.
2. Under the EMVR, an owner of a patented input or technology may be awarded reasonable royalties as a percentage of revenues or profits arising from net sales of a wider accused product that uses it as one particular component.
4. Mondis, note 34.
number of contracts where the royalty base was ordered upon sales of final product that included as a working component the patented technology.

From an economic perspective, one hopes that future courts come primarily to recognize economic reality and identify the critical relevance of market information, which is the best guide to a proper decision. In the breach, courts may seek to apply results from consumer surveys and methods of apportionment that may be consistent with legal precedent, but are every inexact and very subjective. If unhinged from economic reality, the signals to both patentees and infringers are diffuse, and thus not conducive to deterring infringement or achieving a reasonable negotiation or settlement.

2. THE ENTIRE MARKET VALUE RULE

In a three part rule, the Entire Market Value Rule “permits recovery of damages based on the value of a patentee’s entire apparatus containing several features when the patent-related feature is the basis for customer demand.” This requirement has recently attracted attention in a number of decisions handed down by the Federal Circuit and related lower courts.

Judge Rader of the Federal Circuit emphatically limited in 2009 the application of the EMVR when sitting by designation in the District Court case of Cornell v. Hewlett Packard. As a plaintiff, Cornell University claimed that HP infringed upon its ‘115 patent that issued out-of-order processor instructions that increased the performance of parallel computing. After Cornell’s damages expert claimed a reasonable royalty as a percentage of sales of all HP servers and workstations bearing the application, Judge Rader limited the expert and later modified the eventual jury award. Unless plaintiff can prove that the infringing component is the basis for customer demand for the entire machine, reasonable royalties for an infringed product should be valued on a royalty base that incorporates the “smallest salable patent-practicing unit.”

5. Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., 56 F. 3d 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1987). Under the three necessary conditions established in Rite Hite, 1.) the infringing component forms the basis for consumer demand for the entire apparatus, 2.) the infringing and non-infringing components are parts of a complete machine or single assembly of parts, and 3.) the infringing and non-infringing components are analogous to a single functioning unit.


7. Id., at 283, 287-88, citing Rite Hite, supra note 5, at 1549, n. 9.
In the later matter of *Lucent Technologies, Inc. v. Gateway, Inc.*
8, Judges Michel, Newman, and Lourie of the Federal Circuit considered *en banc* an infringing application of Lucent’s calendar date-picking algorithm that was used in Microsoft’s Outlook programs embedded in Gateway computers. Although the Circuit Court panel remanded the matter due to specific legal problems in the jury’s previous award, the judges reaffirmed in dicta that the patentee must prove that the patent-related feature is the basis for the customer demand if the EMV R is to be applied.9

However, the panel stated an interesting qualification: “There is nothing inherently wrong with using the market value of the entire product, especially when there is no established market value for the infringing component or feature, *so long as the multiplier accounts for the proportion of the base represented by the infringing component or feature.*” [emphasis mine] 10 Thus the conclusion: “Even when the patented invention is a small component of a much larger commercial product, awarding a reasonable royalty based on either sale price or number of units sold can be economically justified.”11

The Federal Circuit became more restrictive in *Uniloc USA v. Microsoft Corp.* 12 Uniloc’s expert used an EMVR solely to check the reasonableness of a putative award by comparing the amount ($56.5 million) to the sales of accused products Office and Windows ($19.3 billion). The Court ruled that the use of the $19.3 billion base was “improper under the EMVR because, among other reasons, t]he Supreme Court and this court’s precedents do not allow consideration of the entire market value of accused products for minor patent improvements *simply by asserting a low enough royalty rate.*” [emphasis mine]14 What is necessary here is *apportionment between the*

9. Id., at 1336. citing Rite Hite, note 5, at 1549.
10. Id., at 1339.
11. Id.
12. 632 F. 3d 1292, at 1319-20 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
13. Garretson v. Clark, 111 U.S. 120 (1884). “The patentee . . . must in every case give evidence tending to separate or apportion the defendant’s profits and the patentee’s damages between the patented feature and the unpatented features, and such evidence must be reliable and tangible, and not conjectural or speculative.” At 121. The Court explained that “the entire value of the whole machine, as a marketable article, [must be] properly and legally attributable to the patented feature.”
14. Id.
respective values of infringing and non-infringing components.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, “the fact that the entire market value was brought in as only a check is of no moment.”\textsuperscript{16}

Sitting again by designation in the Eastern District of Texas, Judge Rader came in 2011 to disqualify a plaintiff expert claim that attempted to recover from defendant Red Hat a percentage of sales of its Linux-based operating system that bore an infringing feature that allowed computer users to switch among multiple workspaces.\textsuperscript{17} The judge wrote that the claimed invention is but one relatively small component in an operating system that included over a thousand components. The judge further discounted the relevance of a cited online forum that showed that some users viewed the feature as essential. Finally, the expert here failed to attempt to recognize that most of defendants’ sales came from products that did not use the patented feature.

Disqualifications of testifying experts on EMVR also appeared in 2011 District Courts in \textit{Versata Software Inc. v. SAP America Inc.},\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Rolls-Royce v. United Technologies},\textsuperscript{19} and \textit{Inventio AG v. Otis Elevator Company}.\textsuperscript{20} In the latter, the Court found that the patented product feature was a basis for demand and capable (in its absence) of putting a competitor at a disadvantage. However, “as long as other features of a product contribute to the customer’s decision, Supreme Court precedent [supra note 14] … demands that there be an apportionment of the defendant’s profits and patentee’s damages between the patented features and the various unpatented features of the

\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item IP Innovation LLC v. Red Hat, Inc., 2010 WL 986620 (E.D. Tex.) (March 2, 2010).
\item 2:07-CV-153, ECF No. 412 at 1 (E.D. Tex. Jan 6 2011); Id., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10233 at * 13 (E.D. Tex. Sept 9, 2011). “Expert’s … reasonable royalty is nothing more than an unsupported percentage of SAP’s total revenue.”
\item 1:10 cv456 (LMB/JFA) (E.D. Va. 2011). Rolls Royce sought to recover damages for UTC’s infringement of a patent in engine fan blades based on an EMVR applied to the defendant’s sales of engines. “Rolls-Royce’s expert has not cited any economic evidence that the design of UTC’s fan blade is the basis for customer demand for the entire engine.”
\item 06 Civ. 5377 (CM) (S.D.N.Y. 2011). “The evidence does not provide a sound economic connection between the product’s desirability and any contention that... [the allegedly infringing product] was the basis for public demand for an Otis …elevator system.”
\end{enumerate}
whole machine.” Moreover, without some kind of “marketplace-wide evidence of demand sensitivities” (e.g., statistical or regression analysis, customer surveys, customer interviews), there was no way to know “whether the presence or absence of the allegedly infringing feature was of such paramount importance that it substantially created the value of the component parts.”

3. LASERDYNAMICS V. QUANTA COMPUTER

In a matter decided in August, 2012, LaserDynamics sued Quanta Computer, Inc., (QCI) for infringement of its patented optical disc drive technology (ODD) that appeared in QCI’s laptop computers. After a jury awarded LaserDynamics a $52 million dollar verdict fixed as a royalty percentage of QCI’s laptop sales, the District Court here found that the jury improperly used the EMV R and ordered a new trial. A second jury then awarded Laser Dynamics a sum of $8.5 million using a 2 percent running royalty gleaned from a 2006 litigation settlement agreement. Both sides then appealed to the Federal Circuit.

Judge Reyna remanded on the second award. Besides reaffirming the Federal Circuit’s basic position on EMVR, the judge also reaffirmed from Uniloc that this requirement may not be avoided simply by the use of a very small royalty rate affixed to a large royalty base. The judge went further to disallow even the disclosure to the jury of total revenues earned by the complete product, rather than the patented component only, for fear that it “cannot help but skew the damages horizon for the jury, regardless of the contribution of the patented component to this revenue.”

21. Id., at *5.
22. Id.
24. Id., at Section III.A.1. “Patentees may not calculate damages based on sales of the entire product, as opposed to the smallest salable patent-practicing unit, without showing that the demand for the entire product is attributable to the patented feature.”
25. Id., at Section III.A.1. Citing Uniloc, at 1319-20. “We recently rejected such a contention [re Uniloc], raised again in this case by LaserDynamics, and clarified that the Supreme Court and this court’s precedents do not allow consideration of the entire market value of accused products for minor patent improvements simply by asserting a low enough royalty rate.”
Sounding every bit like the District Court in *Inventio*, the Circuit Court drew more restrictive evidentiary requirements for use of EMVR. “It is not enough to merely show that the ODD is viewed as *valuable, important, or even essential* to the use of a laptop computer nor it is enough to show that a laptop computer *without an ODD would be commercially unviable*.” [emphasis mine] The critical feature inheres not in technical characteristics but in the underpinnings of consumer demand; what matters is the “presence of the functionality that *motivates consumers to buy a laptop computer in the first place*. It is this *latter and higher degree of proof that must exist* to support an entire market value rule theory.” [emphasis mine] In this respect, the plaintiff’s expert was faulted for not “*providing any market studies or consumer surveys* to ascertain whether the demand for a laptop computer is driven by the patented technology.” [emphasis mine]

This last paragraph presents a very high evidentiary hurdle that must be crossed if the EMVR is to be applied to a damage assessment. The use of EMVR would apparently require the introduction of consumer surveys and complex statistical techniques that would relate buying decisions for the claimed invention to a number of specific measurable features variables that can be simultaneously calibrated with the purchase. In this regard, courts entering this theater of evidence have exercised discretion to disqualify in *Fractus S. A. v. Samsung* and *Mirror Worlds Inc. v. Apple LLC.* Whether the data to support these requirements are obtainable at all in a great number of technology markets is arguable.

Moreover, courts now require – based on 1884 Supreme Court precedent (supra note 13) ---- the use of apportionment techniques to break out the respective values of infringing and non-infringing components in an accused apparatus. As recognized by the Congress when drafting the Patent Act of 1946, apportionment is a hard task

26. *Inventio*, supra note 20, and surrounding text.


28. 6:09-cv-00203, ECF No. 896 at 2-3 (E.D. Tex. Apr. 29, 2011). The disqualified survey sought customer preference regarding the *general feature* (internal cell phone antenna) rather than the *particular feature* of the claimed invention, which was an improvement upon the general feature.

29. 6:08-cv-88, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS, 36451 (E. D. Tex. Apr. 4, 2011). Disqualified surveys considered the influence of only one of three patented features, were not tied to any hardware devices, and were limited to one of three operating systems.
for courts. In this regard, one such post-Uniloc effort seems to have survived court scrutiny, but is harshly critiqued by attorneys Martha Gooding and William Rooklidge for being little more than a 50% split. Yet another expert apportionment that survived a Daubert motion was basically a restatement of the opinion of the plaintiff’s technical expert. In yet a third, the Court permitted an apportionment under EMV R to a patented feature that “substantially contributed to the value of the system”, rather than serve as the basis for consumer demand of the infringing system. Apportionments may now be expected to have a more critical role in patent damage valuation, and a more problematic one.

### 4. MONDIS TECHNOLOGY V. LG ELECTRONICS

The EMVR may yet have application given the outcome of Mondis Technology v. LG Electronics. The Eastern District of Texas in 2011 considered an action brought by Mondis Technology for infringement of a patented component in monitors and televisions sold by the defendant. The patented component was clearly not a primary basis for consumer demand for either product. Nonetheless, a magistrate rejected the defendant’s Daubert motion to disqualify the plaintiff expert Steven Magee, even though Dr. Magee based his percent royalty calculations on a sales base of accused monitors and televisions.

In fixing a royalty base, Dr. Magee considered the terms of other contracts previously negotiated in the market. The expert presented in his technical analysis at least thirteen

---


comparable licenses of the patents-in-suit. Moreover, defendant had used these same licenses in determining its respective valuation before the court. Each of these licenses had a fixed royalty on the entire base of the licensed product.

The court cited *Lucent* and ruled that the use of the EMVR in this matter was economically justified.\(^{35}\) Per the court’s opinion, both sides had acknowledged “between 13 and 16 comparable licenses ... to the patents-in-suit that provide for a royalty based on the entire value of the licensed products.” In this regard, “the Federal Circuit has repeatedly emphasized the importance of such licenses in the reasonable royalty analysis.”\(^{36}\)

The court here fully grasped the irony of the situation.\(^{37}\) “The patented feature does not provide the basis for the customer demand, but on the other hand, the most reliable licenses are based on the entire value of the licensed products.” \(^{\text{[emphasis mine]}}\) In the court’s mind, the adjustment of the royalty percentage affixed to an accepted royalty base was less speculative than attempting to apportion the value of the patented features within the royalty base, and affixing a new royalty rate on the derived part. The “basis for consumer demand” of *Uniloc* thus could not be “absolute”.\(^{38}\)

Also inferior would be rejecting the previous contract history altogether. Such contracts were potentially the most reliable evidence in this case and met the evidentiary standard in *ResQNet v Lansa*.\(^{39}\)

---

\(^{35}\) Id., “Even when the patented invention is a small component of a much larger commercial product, awarding a reasonable royalty based on either sales price or number of units can be economically justified [emphasis original].” Citing Lucent at 1339, supra note 6 and surrounding text

\(^{36}\) Id., citing ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d. 860, 869-73 (Fed. Cir. 2010). See also Lucent, supra note 8, at 1329 (a patentee cannot sustain its burden of proof with “evidence which amounts to little more than a recitation of royalty numbers); Wordtech Systems, Inc., v. Integrated Network Solutions, 609 F. 3d at 1318-22 (patentee’s royalty analysis was a "pattern of guesswork" that provided no bases for comparison); *Finjan, Inc. v. Secure Computing Corporation*, 626 F. 3d at 1211-12 (Fed Cir. Nov. 4, 2010) (use of past licenses "must account for differences in the technologies and economic circumstances of the contracting parties")

\(^{37}\) Id., at * 15.

\(^{38}\) Id.

\(^{39}\) ResQNet, supra note 36.
The *ResQNet* decision deserves more attention. Plaintiff expert in *ResQNet* produced seven licenses for the court to consider in determining a reasonable royalty on an infringing product, and set forth something of a composite 12.5% as a proper outcome.⁴⁰ Issuing a remand on a lower court’s decision, the Federal Circuit ruled that that six of the seven licenses failed entirely to prove any value in the contested patent, while the last contained a lower royalty rate that the expert had opined.⁴¹ Proper consideration of potential benchmark licenses cannot amount to a simple “recitation of royalty numbers, one of which is arguably in ballpark, particularly when it is doubtful that the technology of those license agreements is in any way similar to the technology being litigated .” [emphasis mine]⁴² The *ResQNet* decision would apparently disqualify the use of median or average rates gleaned from license tables presented with little context regarding the details of the surrounding application.⁴³

The *Mondis* and *ResQNet* decisions may then provide legal precedence for economists and accountants willing to examine carefully the reality of negotiated contracts, *and stick to the facts at hand*.

### 4. LICENSING AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

The above discussion may call to mind the famous aphorism that “determining a fair and reasonable royalty [seems] often to involve more the talents of a conjurer than those of a judge.”⁴⁴ Yet the *Mondis* decision can be defended with some economic reasoning. Both the royalty base and rate of a technology license are negotiated through mutual consent. From an economic perspective, there is no reason why a patent owner would be able to extract more revenue from a licensee simply because it has a different royalty base. Rather, the final dollar outcome of a negotiation would expectedly reflect the same variables that affect any bargaining --- demand elasticity, competitive alternatives, prior art, ability to design around, monopoly and monopsony power, and

---

⁴⁰ Id., at 870.

⁴¹ Id.

⁴² Id. at 869, citing Lucent, supra note 8, 580 F. 3d at 1329.

⁴³ This was an issue found in IP Innovation, supra note 17, and surrounding text.

other economic factors that may affect buyer and seller bargaining power, and willingness to transact. To reiterate, base and rate are inversely related. Expectedly, the larger the negotiated base, the lower the corresponding rate.

The importance of this relation between base and rate was acknowledge in Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America v. U.S.; The Court of Claims here wrote that “it would make no difference in the ultimate compensation to the plaintiff if the reasonable royalty were fixed at 5 percent of the selling price of the complete machine rather than 20 percent of one quarter of the sales price of the machine.”45 And the Federal Circuit in 1991 upheld a District Court use of EMVR; “the district court used the [EMVR] for the royalty award” but then applied “a small royalty rate because the advantage of the invention ... did not greatly increase the value of the [infringing product].”46

There is then no economic reason why a negotiated royalty base must have the same technical scope as the patent claim of any one feature of an accused consumer product. Indeed, a negotiated royalty base conceivably may include — at mutual discretion — two or more related products. From an economic perspective, market history is the best guide.

To enforce upon an infringer a license rate other than the market standard could distort competition. That is, if an infringing user might come to obtain through artful litigation a discounted rate for use of a patent, the infringer evidently may enjoy a cost advantage unrelated to its better technology or management ability. The infringing party may then gain market share at the expense of competitors that have negotiated fairly to use the patent. Moreover, a small percent difference in royalty rate can generate a larger percent difference in bottom line profits for the inventor. This can affect the inventor’s ability to raise additional capital, engage in related R&D, and ultimately survive in the market.

That said, it may be sensible for courts to affix upon infringers a royalty rate higher than the market standard. Otherwise, “the infringer would have nothing to lose, and everything to gain, if he could count on paying only the normal, routine royalty non-infringers might have paid.”47 The outcome would then amount to a court-enforced

45. 99 Ct. Cl. 1, 47.
compulsory license based on prevailing market rates and would put the infringer in a “can’t lose” situation in which its infringement goes unpunished, and undeterred.

6. CONCLUSION

License agreements that are based on negotiated revenue bases and percentage rates must remain as practical guideposts for determining a reasonable royalty benchmark. Examining market behavior is a more practical exercise than attempting to plumb the psychological bases for consumer demand or divining methods of apportionment of value that have no empirical grounding outside of a courtroom. Court interjections that adjust patent royalties away from revealed market value may actually discourage bona fide negotiating, encourage infringement, and serve to appoint a market winner that has no real economic advantage to justify its gain.
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